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Kristi Black, a tile designer and specialist from Mexico
creates magic and wonder in each of her bathroom designs.
The colours, themes and patterns are striking. Every
corner of the room has been made functional yet
aesthetically pleasing.
Coordination: NISHA SWAMI(TTI)
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T

he bathroom is a new den
as people spend more and
more time there to rejuvenate
and feel fresh. From state-of-theart technology and flat screen
LCDs, everything is shifting towards
luxury, comfort and convenience.
Bathrooms too have joined the royal
tour.
Kristi Black says, “I design from
my passion for Mexican tiles creating
environments using classical and
traditional designs, molded together
with my own spin. Therefore, I need
not worry about the look going out of
style. I have visited countless homes
where I see the tiles and think, oh,
that an 80’s or 90’s tile, etc. My goal
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is to create timeless look with lasting
presence, most importantly, to build
a place of emotional nourishment for
my clients.”
Each bathroom is custom made
taking considering the personalities
of the clients. Kristi’s clients represent
well-traveled, well-educated and
free-spirited lot who give her freedom
to design the space in her way.
For maintaining wet areas, Kristi
suggests that if the surface is vertical,
very little maintenance is required
beyond proper sealing of the grout.
Shower and bathroom floors require
multiple grout lines, proper sealing,
and a non-polished surface. Another
key component is the use of non-slip

rugs on any tile or hardwood floor
in high-traffic areas and the area
around the tub or shower.
Tiles can change the perspective
of any room, Kristi explains, “It is all
in the composition, and how the tiles
are cut. All tiles, solid, decorative
or textured have “visual weight,”
meaning, darker the colour, depth of
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texture and more intricate the design,
heavier and more condensed the
look will be. These factors need to
balance with the architectural details
of the space to create an appealing,
rather than conflicting visual effect.
By utilizing these principals one can
make a small space appear larger
and a large space, cosier.”

The advantages of using tiles
are several colour options, endless
optionsfor creating an unusual
design presence and the ease of
cleaning.
Kristi primarily uses 2”X2”, 4”x4”,
6”X6”, 2”x4 or 2”x6” rope or trim
liners, and plenty of ¾”x4” quarter
round tiles for outlining and finishes

edges. For the floor, a 12”x12” Saltillo
installed diagonally, with a 3”x12”
border. On stairs, she likes to use
a contrasting colour to delineate a
change in elevation, like a 2”x2”x4” or
2’x2’x6’ Saltillo v-cap.

Here is a sneak peek into some of the best
bathrooms designed by Kristi Black:
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Bartee - master bath
Although not debilitated in anyway,
the client sold her two-story home
and moved into a single-story. It
was going to be her last home so
she was having it all remodeled to
accommodate a wheel chair that she
may need someday.
One of the client’s requirements
was designing the bathroom with
a “roll in” shower. An addition to the
shower was a seat which she could
use to shave her legs as well. This
has been designed in many of the
bathrooms and is a favourite among
many women.

Bartee - guest bath
Size: Approx. room size, 48 sq. ft.
As this was a small space, it was
given an extra touch of charm and
character. To make the room larger,
white field tiles were selected
to create a chair rail effect that
continues along the shower. Deco
tiles were used as a baseboard. Kristi
calls this “wrapping” colour as it ties
the whole design together.
Client: Bartee
Location: Huntington Beach, CA
Size: Approx. room size, 120 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated clay Saltillo
floor tiles.
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Main entry view

Black - aquario bath
The “aquario” bath is also in her
Baja home. I am a Pisces; love the
beach, and snorkeling. No wonder
this is one of herfavourite places!
Looking to create a local feel
by using hand-painted ceramic
sea-life, metal art (lobster), and
colourful stained glass, all she
needed to add was an ocean of
colour which reminded her of a
coral reef. The indoor planter is
filled with shells of all shapes and
sizes. She also planted Sansevieria
trifasciata, also called snake plant
and mother-in-law tongue, to give
the impression of sea grass.

Client: Black
Location: Baja Norte, MX
Size: Approx. room size, 68 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated, clay Saltillo
floor tiles

Black -peacock bath
This bathroom is Kristi’s own. Her
design wish list included, being
able to see the ocean from the
shower, make a 360 degree turn
while washing her hair without her
elbows hitting a wall, a corner

seat to shave her legs, an exotic
design using Mexican tiles without
looking Mexican in style, high
ceilings, two skylight that open,
a large mirror and great lighting.
Mission accomplished. That is the
beauty of custom building!
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Beltran
Kristi took their 40-year old
bathroom footprint, modified
the walls, and created six niches,
including a niche mirror with
protruding shelf. The niches are now
filled with candles, art, shampoo and
body wash.
As another point of interest, she
also designed a mural behind the
bathroom door to be seen from
the shower. Everywhere you look,
you are rewarded with new visual
delights and tile designs. The client
says this is now their favorite room in
the house!

Client: Beltran
Location: Baja Norte, MX
Size: Approx. room size, 120 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated, clay Saltillo
floor tiles
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Livesay
This client was a single man who
wanted to take his 1980’s beach
pad and turn it into Casa Mexicana,
Laguna Beach. The entire house was
decorated, inside out. Kristi even
bought his dishes, and margarita
glasses! For the master bath, the
room was given a new perspective
by cutting the tiles in such a way that
one is taken into a visual tour.
Kristi believes that some of her
designs look rather simple to install
until one actually starts realizing how
many intricate cuts are to be done.

Another consideration is that Mexican
tiles are inherently irregular in size,
shape, and colour. They can drive a
tile setter crazy, and her designs often
do so!
The result however is worth the effort
as the “imperfectly perfect” tiles are
absolutely charming!
Client: Livesay
Location: Laguna Beach, CA
Size: Approx. room size, 80 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated clay Saltillo
floor tiles.
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Makey
Although the client wanted to use
Mexican clay tiles for their bathroom
remodel, they did not want a
Mexican-style look. Their style was
eclectic so a unique scene was
created that could be seen from their
bed. Glass doors were added to the
shower which enables the beautiful
mural to be enjoyed by looking into
the vanity mirror. The shape of the
mirror was born due to the client not
wanting to see themselves on the
toilet. The same shape was repeated
on the shower floor for continuity.
Verde washo was again used for a
garden feel and for visual impact.
Client: Makey
Location: Escondido, CA
Size: Approx. room size, 100 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated, clay
Saltillo floor tiles
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Ryder
Using verdewasho Mexican tiles as
a backdrop, the client’s beach house
bathroom was transformed into a
charming aquarium feel with a fish
mural and hand-painted fish sink.
One of the safety conscious ideas for
shower and bath floors is designing
tile bath mats which incorporate
condensed grout lines providing a
non-slip surface. These mats or rugs
add dimension and interest to the
overall design.
These are a few ideas to transform
your bathroom into a creative, artistic

and innovative space where you
can spend time and consider it your
favourite corner of the home.
Client: Ryder
Location: Baja Norte, MX
Size: Approx. room size, 45 sq. ft.
Tile origin: Mexican clay, handpainted and decorated, clay Saltillo
floor tiles

Contact Details
Kristi Black Designs
www.kristiblackdesigns.com
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